________________________________________________________________________________
Dear Exhibitor,
to give a better protection to goods and materials you bring into our fair venue, Fiera Milano offers a
special insurance service package, covering either their stay during the Exhibition and both their
transfers to and from the Fiera Milano venue.
This insurance is made available through Fiera Milano for a capital of Euro 100.000,00 at a cost of
Euro 130,00 (of which Euro 30,00 for insurance brokerage) that will be charged by Fiera Milano with
dedicated invoice, to pay at least within 15 days before the Exhibition beginning.
Exhibitors may increase the automatic coverage (the rate of premium applied on the declared value
exceeding the amount of € 100.000,00 and up to € 2.500.000,00, is 0,10%) by filling in the appropriate
form present in the Exhibitor portal (compulsory documents). Coverage includes the stipulation of 10%
insurance exclusion for each claim in the event of theft, with a minimum of Euro 500,00 and doubling
this amounts for the reports submitted after the closing of the exhibition.
The payment for such amount has to be paid to the following Bank account, addressed to Fiera Milano
S.p.A.:
Banca Intesa San Paolo
IBAN: IT31Y0306903390100000002202
BIC: BCITITMMXXX
Should Exhibitors have their own property “All Risks” insurance for goods, machinery, fixtures, fittings
and equipment brought to and/or used at the Fiera Milano ground, valid for fairs and exhibitions, with a
clause waiving the insurer’s right of recourse against Fondazione Fiera Milano, Fiera Milano S.p.A.,
their subsidiaries and/or affiliates, the Organizer and all Third Parties in any way involved in the
organization of the Exhibition, Exhibitors are anyway required to fill in the form, present in the Exhibitor
portal (compulsory documents), within 15 days before the Exhibition beginning, enclosing declarations
signed by their legal representative and the insurance company stating that the above property is
covered by an "all risks" guarantee in a manner no less than that prescribed by the General
Regulations (as per the indication enclosed in the form). In this case it will be reversed the sum
previously charged.
Lacking the acceptance by the Broker of Fiera Milano, of the documentation stating adequate
insurance coverage, in compliance with the indication enclosed in the form present in the Exhibitor
portal (compulsory documents), at least within 15 days before the Exhibition beginning, the amount for
the insurance coverage made available through Fiera Milano, have to be paid to the following Bank
account, addressed to Fiera Milano S.p.A.:
Banca Intesa San Paolo
IBAN: IT31Y0306903390100000002202
BIC: BCITITMMXXX
For any further detail about the insurance policy, please contact Marsh S.p.A., phone +39 02 454020.32/33/34, e-mail:
fiera.milano@marsh.com
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